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THB first volume of this work was reviewed by me in the pages of
MIND some time ago (voL xxii., pp. 260-268). On the whole, I can
safely say that the second volume not only maintains but sur-
passes the interest of its predecessor.

To begin with a correction, it turns out that, along with other
critics, I was mistaken in the expectation that Dr. Haberlin in-
tended1 to give us in this volume a piece of constructive ' Welt-
anschauung '. He now makes dear that from the first he had
set himself only the humbler task of inquiring whether the demand
of philosophical natures for a ' Weltanschauung' can be satisfied
at all; and, if so, what are the most general characters of this
satisfaction and how it is to be attained.

The firsti volume had analysed 'aoienoe,' or the 'theoretical'
form of experience. The second begins with an analysis of ' prac-
tical ' experience, ' Handlung' and ' Wertung' being the chief
topics, and then goes on to show how both modes of experience
are combined and transcended in metaphysics, or the synthetic
oonstruotion of a ' Weltanschauung'.

Dr. Haberlin's analysis of ' Handlung' covers, in effeot, the
same ground as Mr. Bradley's articles on ' Volition,' familiar to
readers of MIND. But whereas for Mr. Bradley the dynamics, so
to speak, of the will-process depend on the oontraat between
' exiatenoe' and ' idea, and the tendenoy of the idea to realise,
itself—the theory taking its oue from ideo-motor action—Dr.
Haberlin lays the stress on the play of feelings, their tensions,
oonfliots, and mutual reinforcements. His analysis of this side of
will-action is exceedingly minute, and the complication of feelings
whioh he traces even in a ' gewdhnliohe Handlung,' surprising.
The main points of the analysis—taking volition as a peyohioal
series or process—are these. The starting-point is a complex ex».
perience, partly theoretical, partly practical, vis^ a situation apt
prehended, and a ' negative feeling' towards it, i.e., a feeling of
dissatisfaction, disapproval, aversion, whioh supplies the dynamic
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element or ' Ausgangs-motiv' (pp. 9, 10). The instability of this
experience gives rise, at the next stage, to an idea of an end
(' Phantasie-Vorstellung eines Endes ') prefiguring an alteration
in the given situation such as to carry with it the promise of a-
•positive feeling,' i.e., a feeling of satisfaction or approval, imply-
ing a ' positive valuation'. This feeling, so far, is present only in
idea (' vorgestellt'): the agent thinks of himself as satisfied by the
realisation of the end. The end, however, must not be an object
of ' mere' imagination, qualified as unreal or unrealisable. It
must be definitely thought of as a ' reality' pressing and demand-
ing to replace the given, a reality which can be, will be, ought to
be actual, a reality before which the given is on the very point of
yielding.

With the idea of an end we get a great complication of feelings.
Jn the first place, the end, thought of in anticipation as real, as
capable of being realised, and as possessing positive value, gives rise
at once to an actual feeling of positive quality. This ' Vorfreude'
(p. 43) is essential; Without it we should not act, for mere dis-
content with the given does not necessarily move us to action. At
the same time, qud not yet realised, the end inspires also a negative
feeling. The delay, the divorce of the end from existence, is un-
pleasant. But yet again, in so far aa we think of the end as capable
of realisation and about to be realised, there results a further
positive feeling. Hence there are always ' drei Begleitgefiihle der
Zielphantasie' (p. 15), two positive, one negative. All three are
necessary if the will-action is to be completed. If there were no
positive feeling, born of the anticipation of satisfaction, there
would be no ' wish' for the end; if there were no ' Hoffnungs-
gefuhl,' born of the thought of the end as realisable, we should be
too discouraged to act; if there were no dissatisfaction with the
end as not yet realised, it would be nothing more than a mere
play of fanoy. The situation may be further complicated when
to the thought of the end (Zielphantasie) there is added the
thought of myself as realising the end (Ausfuhrungsphantasie),
with its full train of varying feelings. And even this does not
exhaust the analysis. Complicated as these feelings are, they
become infinitely more complicated when between the thought of
the end and the given situation there is interposed the thought
of a chain of means, whioh carry positive or negative valuations-
in their own character, as well as from the point of view of their
practicability, apart altogether from the positive value whioh
irradiates upon them from the end, as desired, and the negative,
feeling similarly extending to them from the end as not yet
realised. In the tension and stress of all these feelings, some in-
hibitory in effect, others impelling, there must be a plus of forward-
driving feeling. The presence of such a positive balance constitutes
'willing' (p. 21). Given this, there follows the second stage of
the process of action, viz., the transition from intention (thought
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of end) to realisation. Dr. Haberlin fairly and squarely acknow-
ledges this transition to be incomprehensible (p. 23). Indeed, one
of the chief difficulties of the introspective analysis of the will-
experience lies just here. It is agreed that the process is from ' ex-
istence ' to ' idea of an end,' and from the idea to the ' realisation'
of the end in a transformed existence. One school of Psychologists,
to which both Mr. Bradley and Dr. Haberlin belong, treats the
process ' phenomenologically ' as a sequence of happenings to be
analysed and described as exhaustively as possible in its stages and
components. The other school—we may instanoe William James
—regards this as Hamlet without the Prince of Denmark. It
wants to know why the transition from idea to end takes place,
and supplies the dynamic force in the shape of a unique, unana-
lysable will-element, variously named attention, consent, fiat, desire,
or simply will.

Dr. Haberlin, then, proceeding descriptively, specifies as the
next stage at this point of the process a peouliar muscular sensa-
tion of tension (' Spannung'): ' Es juokt uns in den entsprechen-
den Muskelpartien' (p. 23). He refers, I take it, to sensations of
incipient movement—the impatience to ' be up and doing' which,
in its extremer forms, appears in men and animals as a diffuse,
aimless, bodily restlessness. But the ohief interest of Dr. Haber-
lin's account lies in the continuation of the minute analysis of
shades of feeling for this, the execution-stage, of volition. What-
ever our anticipations in the planning stage may have been
concerning the feelings which we should experience in realising
means and end—there are now fresh feelings, positive or nega-
tive, accompanying the actual movements and tending to facilitate
or inhibit the progress of action. Again, these feelings, in all pos-
sible varieties, may attach both to the kinasthetio sensations as
such and to the outward observation of the movement, e.g. by
the eye. Farther, these feelings may conflict with one another.
For example, a movement may be kinsesthetically pleasant, but
visually ugly and therefore unpleasant. Finally, as realisation
proceeds, there is a relaxation of tension, in itself always positive
in feeling-tone, though that tone may be swamped in the total
complex of feelings. Throughout, the feelings accompanying the
stage of realisation continue and absorb, or cancel, or oonfliot
with, the feelings of the earlier stages, in ways too manifold and
complicated to be described and classified in detail.

Dr. Haberlin next passes on to deal with a number of trouble-
some cases, whioh we are, on the one hand, tempted to treat as
' Handlungen' but to whioh essential characteristics, as measured by
the above account, are lacking. Such are all kinds of ' Fehlhand-
lungen' (p. 00), in whioh either some other result is achieved than
the one intended, or no result at all, the action being left incom-
plete, or in whioh the end, though attained, is no longer valued as
it had been in anticipation. Again, there are all the actions which
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differ from the normal type in that many elements remain un-
conscious or subconscious. Under this heading, the author dis-
cusses some of the phenomena to which Freud and his disoiples
have drawn attention, where repressed or forgotten purposes and
desires manifest themselves in actions, either direotly or in dis-
guise. Lastly, there are the inward actions, voluntary recall,
voluntary trains of thought, etc.

On Dr. Haberlin's argument up to this point, two oommente
may be made. (1) I do not wish to deny that large-scale voli-
tions (if I may so call them), involving the oonstruotion and
carrying out of a complicated plan with countless subsidiary de-
tails and adjustments—one might think, e.g., of the initiation
and realisation of some movement for social reform oulminating
in legislative measures—would exhibit all the complications of
feelings which Dr. Haberlin traces. But when it comes to
such simple actions as those whioh Dr. Haberlin instances, like
the pioking up of a sheet of paper from the floor (p. 6), I, for one,
entirely fail to verify by introspective analysis the vast complica-
tion whioh the author's dissection exhibits. Of course, if this
simple aofcion were to be performed by me with philosophical
pomp and solemnity, being expanded and drawn out like a tele-
scope, very likely all these feelings would be generated in the
course of it—under these oonditions. But my point is just that,
in the absence of these oonditaons, no suoh complications ooour,
and that to oredit an action with all this apparatus of feelings
when manifestly they are not there, is illegitimate. There is
really no justification for ignoring the simplification, or shrinkage,
of conscious detail as an action becomes secondarily automatio,
suoh as most simple actions have become. I should not myself
say that they cease to be ' voluntary,' because they run off me-
chanically, as it were, once the cue is given in the perception of
the displeasing initial' situation. But this is no reason for forcing
on them, in the face of plain introspection, the complicated pat-
tern of large-scale volitions. Of course, there is a difficulty of
principle involved whioh goes very deep. When we have to deal
with a vast range of facts, all lumped together under ' action'
(with the implication that the action is ' voluntary*), and varying
from aotions so simple as to be all but completely automatio, and
so brief as to be over ' in a flash,' to actions so complex as to re-
quire full attention to every detail, and so prolonged as to occupy
days, months, or even years of life—it is next to impossible to lay
down any ' norm ' or ' standard ' or ' essence ' which shall really
do justioe to all. If we try for the barest minimum characteristics
which would still allow us to identify a process, as a ' volition,' we
shall get far too poor a concept to fit the more complicated and
significant volitions. But at least we can help ourselves by am-
plifying our pattern, however inconsistent in a sense that may
be. But if we begin at the other end and make our pattern to fit
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the most complicated volitions, then in working down the scale
-we shall be dropping • essential characteristics' all along the line,
and soon cease to have anything fairly recognisable as a volition
at all. It is perhaps a ohoice between the devil and the deep sea
—I prefer the deep sea, Dr. Haberlin has chosen the devil.

(2) Dr. Haberlin's device for escaping these difficulties is to ap-
peal to the unconscious. If elements, which on the above analysis
ought to be there, are not observable, they may be declared to be
present unconsciously or subconsciously. When applied to simple
volitions in order to make them conform to the pattern of compli-
cated volitions, this seems to me pure mythology. Even when
applied to the phenomena of forgetfulness and repression it is no
more than a convenient fiction. Often, when an experience, which
at the time of its occurrence remained ' unoonscious ' (if that can
be called an ' experience '), seems to be subsequently remembered,
I strongly suspect that the memory is spurious. At least, it would
be a difficult matter to prove that we are dealing with what is
genuinely memory. And even if we were, that does not explain
what is meant by speaking of an experience, either at the moment
-of its occurrence, or during the interval, as ' onbewusst'. The
term consciousness (Bewusstsein) is quite troublesome enough
without being burdened with these additional puzzles. Some
"writers divide the ' mind ' or ' soul' into an upper, ' conscious '
stratum, and lower, ' subconscious ' strata. Others effect the same
division by talking of supralimincl and subliminal' consciousness'.
Some treat the subliminal or subconscious as the rubbish-heap
of the mind, and the supraliminal as all-important, the home of
rational thoughts and intelligent purposes. Others reverse this
-valuation, regarding the conscious stratum as the mere surface-
play of marionettes, the strings being pulled by forces in the
unconscious depths of the soul. Some regard consciousness as
-e> mere condition or state, a bare ' awareness ' as distinct from its
u content' or ' objects'. Others treat it as an agency capable of
responding to an environment, selecting its own contents and
manipulating them in various ways. To some consciousness is
•only a ' relation,' a peculiar grouping of the entities which are
said to be ' in ' it, or ' present to ' it. To others consciousness is
-just its objects or contents; it is feelings, thoughts, volitions,
meaning by these terms what is felt, thought, willed. In fact,
the term is near becoming a nuisance in philosophy, for this' is
•only a brief selection from the list of possible meanings and uses.
And the net result, I submit, is that no definite meaning can be
attached to the assertion that an experience exists or occurs un-
•or sub-oonsoiously.

A comment may be permitted here on one of Dr. Haberlin's il-
lustrations (pp. 62, 63) in support of the occurrence of' nachweislich
Tinbewusste Absichten ' (p. 65). A friend of his had the habit of
Setting every match burn right out by turning it round and seizing
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it, after a while, at the burnt-oat end. Dr. Haberlin made a bet
with him that he could not resist this habit for twenty-four hours,
and, sure enough, he soon caught his friend, engrossed in conversa-
tion, letting a match burn out. The argument is that Dr. Haber-
lin could here infer from the outward action the operation of the
unconscious purpose, and that the friend, when confronted with
the burnt-out match, could recall his action. Now, in the first
place, before we can accept the recollection as relevant, we ought
to be told exactly what was recalled. He may well have recalled
holding the match and watching it burn out; I doubt, whether
he recalled an intention to do so. And only the latter was, ex
hypothesi, unconscious. But, secondly and chiefly, the real point,
surely, if we are to argue about unconscious intentions, is: What
had become of the consciously formed intention to win the bet
and check the habit ? Was that repressed ? or merely forgotten ?
And, in either case, in what sense, if any, was it unconscious?
The hypothesis of unconscious mental processes becomes distinctly
complicated when it has to provide, as here, for an unconscious
conflict of two intentions, neither of which becomes conscious at
the critical moment, but of whioh one is operative whilst the other
is not.

I pass on to the section on valuation (pp. 93-152) which contains,
much that is interesting and much that is perplexing. Dr. Haberlin
sets out with the principle that ' Every feeling is a valuation,' it
being understood that what we value is always some object ' theo-
retically ' apprehended, or, in other words, that feelings always-
accompany perceptions, thoughts, imaginations, etc., on whioh,
thereby, they confer values. One could have wished that Dr.
Haberlin had discussed at greater length both this identification,
of valuation and feeling, which, as he must know, is challenged
by many thinkers, and the range and nature of what he calls feel-
ing. He goes on at once to divide things valued into those which
are good and those which are evil, according as the feeling is-
' positive ' or ' negative '. And under ' positive feeling ' he lumps
together terms as diverse as beautiful, agreeable, good, enjoyable.
Some attempt at a classification of values and feelings, some dis-
cussion of the relation of 'feelings,' in the author's sense, to-
pleasure and pain on the one side, and the emotions on the other,
would have been desirable. Instead he proceeds, first, to connect
every valuation with an action: " positive value is possessed by
everything which ' attraots ' or ' pleases '. Alternatively, we may
just as well say : by everything in so far as it is wished or willed "
(p. 107). And, next, he distinguishes in all feelings modality, in-
tensity, polarity and ' quality'. Modality is determined by the
character of the object on which the feeling confers value, e.g., we
distinguish a feeling for colour from a feeling for sound or for
logical elegance in argument. Differences of intensity are obvious.
Polarity means that feelings always go in couples—a positive and.
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a negative confronting one another in every valuation. ' Quality'
in a special technical sense, given to it here (p. 107) by the author,
depends on whether we value an object for its own sake (intrinsic
value) or for its relation to us (extrinsic value). Lastly, in every
feeling, and therefore in every valuation and action, there are
operative, in last analysis, two fundamental tendencies (Triebe)
of polar oharaoter, but never separated, though one generally
outweighs the other. These are (1) a tendenoy to identification
with one's ' other,' to surrender oneself, merge oneself in, become
one with, the other ; and (2) a tendency to self-affirmation, to con-
trast oneself with, and oppose oneself to, the other ; to assert one-
self over him. It is the distinction of self and not-self in the
language of feeling—' Einfuhlung,' to use Lipps' term, into others,
contrasted with insistence on self against others. For example,
the former tendenoy requires other persons with whom we may
identify ourselves, hence the various interpretations of the world
in whole or in part as manifestation of a personality or person-
alities. The self-assertive tendenoy, on the other hand, accounts
for the opposition of subject and object in knowledge ; it is shown
also wherever we appropriate things and use them as means for
our ends. According as each tendency succeeds or is baulked, we
get the most fundamental values (' Ur-werte,' p. 116), positive and
negative,—what Spinoza would have called the sthenic and asthenia
emotions. The details in whioh the operations of these two ten-
dencies are worked out are distinctly ingenious, but cannot be
followed up here. The main point is that, towards any given
object, we have a ' Doppeleinstellung,' inasmuch as both ten-
dencies are inseparably operative, though differing in intensity and
in success according to the nature of the object, and reacting on
one another in constant oscillation or even conflict. Their joint
manifestation Dr. Haberlin calls Eros, and indeed the experience
of love, mingling ecstasy of self-surrender and jealous claim to
exclusive possession, complete identification with the other and a
supreme sense of self-expansion, is perhaps the best example of
what the author means. After all even common experience bears
witness to the paradox: lea extremes se touchent.

I have space only for a brief summary of the last two chapters
of the book, though they are full of interesting and striking
thoughts. Having surveyed, in the first volume, the world of
theory (science) and in the first chapter of this volume the world
of practice (valuation), we are now in a position to see how a
' Weltanschauung' is possible. The first step is to reflect that
both theory and practice involve an ideal, a norm, a truth. In
theory, what is once true is always true. In valuation, what is
onoe valuable is always valuable. There is, thus, a demand in
both spheres for constancy and permanency. We strive after
stability both in our soientifio judgments concerning the nexus of
objective facts, and in our feelings and valuations. In both we
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want to be self-consistent, true to ourselves—and this in the most
literal, whioh is here also the deepest, sense. In both oases it
means surrender to, and identification with, an ' Ought': to think
as we ought to think, to value as we ought to value. Thus only
•can we secure in principle, and in spite of failure and weakness in
•detail, that our truth, practical and theoretical, possesses consis-
tency and universality. For the attainment of the practical norm,
'the best method, according to Dr. Haberlin, is identification with
a personality greater than oneself, divine or human, historical or
contemporary, individual or social The corresponding method
for the attainment of theoretical truth is to adopt that system of
judgments whioh is most comprehensive and internally most
coherent and stable.

But above scientific theory whioh gives us ' facts,' and feeling
•which gives us 'values,' stands metaphysics whioh gives us as a
''Weltanschauung' the union of both, the synthesis of fact and
value. Suoh a synthesis oan no longer be treated as a matter of
' knowledge' (Brkenntnis); it can be neither demonstrated nor
disproved by an appeal to the methods or the evidenoe whioh
'establish conclusions in the sphere of science. But, on the other
hand, it is not due to ' faith' either—least of all faith according to
the schoolboy's definition of it as ' believing what you know isn't
true' . In Dr. Haberlin's language metaphysics is an achievement
of ' imagination' (Phantasie); it is the supreme insight whioh
holds real 'and ideal in one, whioh reads the world of values into
the world of facta. In detail, our versions of this vision may
differ. We may treat facts as the symbol of values or we may treat
values as the goal towards the realisation of whioh the faot-world
strives, ideals thus being the inherent law of the world process,
giving to it both driving-power and direction. The synthesis
yields the paradox that, whilst every fact is a value, yet the value
is also a norm which goes beyond the fact, as given and actual, so
that, measured by it, the fact falls short. Yet what it falls short
of is its own true nature, and from this point of view the world-
process is a world-progress, and all our action is but one form of
this realisation of a world of ideals whioh both inhere in facts
and transoend them. To gain this systematio insight is the
supreme aim of the philosophio passion. Such a system, when
achieved, is, like a work of art, a product of the whole man, an
expression of the concentrated striving of the whole ' philosophical
personality,' the characteristic of whioh is just to experience any
division and conflict in the universe as a disharmony within its
own self, and thus to seek a solution in a vision of the whole as
self-consistent and harmonious.

It is dear that the type of synthesis here sketched by Dr.
Haberlin is akin to the vision of the Good of Plato's philosopher,
to Aristotle's ' Theoria,' to Spinoza's scimtia intuitiva, to the ' in-
tuitive reason' of the German Idealists of the last century. It has
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affinities to all these—perhaps, most strikingly to Fichte—because
it is offered only as a general outline, a pattern that could in detail
be worked out in many ways. It is a view of philosophy with the
prinoiple of which I find myself wholly in sympathy. It sets
metaphysics above both 'science' and 'practice,' and thus takes
its stand against one-sided abstractions. Of the two, science is the
more tempting and the more dangerous, for the ory that philo-
sophy should become 'scientific' or else cease to vex serious-
minded men, is abroad in the land. Hence Dr. Haberlin devotes
a long section (pp. 288-351) to a demonstration—not novel in its
details—that science cannot suffice to furnish a ' Weltanschauung'
in the sense demanded.

One important question arises here with which Dr. Haberlin
does not deal. In discussing it briefly in the form in which it has
been debated by English thinkers, I ought to say that ' theory ' is
commonly used by them to cover both Dr. Haberlin's ' science *
and his ' philosophical synthesis' or ' speculation'. Prof. Bosan-
quet has recently reminded the members of the Aristotelian Society
that philosophy is the produot of the whole man. Mr. Bradley,
on the other hand, has lately pressed the question what this ' phi-
losophising with the whole of one's nature' exactly means, and
how it is to be done. It is common ground, I suppose, that phi-
losophy takes as its subject-matter the whole universe from every
side of it whioh appears in human experience, and in that sense
deals with the whole man. But the point at issue seems to be:
Is philosophy qud 'theory' or 'speculation,' an attitude of the
whole man, satisfying him, so far as successful in its quest, on all
sides of his nature, or is it itself but a particular interest, seeking
satisfaction but in the one-sided direction of truth or self-consistent
thinking, even though it be about the whole? Mr. Bradley and
Prof. Bosanquet take the latter alternative, Dr. Haberlin's view is,
I think, committed to the former.

In conclusion, I should like to draw attention to Dr. Haberlin's
interesting discussion of the point that a philosophical synthesis
is both through and through personal and individual, and vet in
claim universal and absolute. Every genuine philosopher is bound
to believe that only one philosophy is absolutely true, and that his
own (p. 381 ff.). He must look upon himself as a mouthpiece of
the Absolute. A more than merely human reality voices itself
through him. Yet he will not expect ever to see his synthesis
adopted by all men, nor can he shut his eyes to the fact, that
other philosophers make the same claims for their divergent syn-
theses. But there cannot be divergent truths, all equally ' abso-
lute '. Dr. Haberlin's various suggestions towards a solution of this
' aporia,' do not impress me as very successful. The best is that
this very divergence, this very necessity whioh compels a thinker
to uphold his synthesis and others theirs, ought to be a problem
to him, and to be provided for in his synthesis. ' He will be con-
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vinoed that there is meaning andt purpose in the difference of
personalities, and that the rival philosophies, notwithstanding their
partial errors, have their significance im Garzen der Kultur' (p.
381). Bat if this suggestion be taken seriously, it surely makes
untenable the view that every philosopher will and must claim
absolute truth for hia theory. True, it will be absolute to him in
the sense that ' er kann nicht anders': it is the best he oan do.
True, again, that he will insist to the uttermost on the recognition
of that aspect of the universe which it is given to him to voice.
But if he is at all self-critical, he will surely confess that even the
best he oan get is not absolute, and that there must be genuine
truth even in divergent philosophies, just because the Absolute
utters itself through each.

B. F. ALFBBD H0BBNI.fi.

The Philosophy of Change, a Study of the Fundamental Principle
of the Philosophy of Bergson. By H. WILDON CABE. Mao-
millan & Co. Pp. xii, 213. 6s. net

STUDENTS of Bergson have learnt to expect much from Mr. Wildon
Carr, and no disappointment awaits them in his latest volume. It
is the outcome of lectures delivered in the University of London,
and its contents are exactly described by its title,—a merit not as
common as it should be.

The purpose of the book is firstly, to state the essential principle
as dearly and concisely as possible, and secondly, to trace its ap-
plication to the urgent problems of philosophy. The prinoiple,
of course, is the originality of change—that is to say, ohange does
not happen to things, but things are derived from change, and the
treatment is developed as follows.

The Method of Philosophy (chap. L).—Intuition is the method of
philosophy, intellectual apprehension is the method of science.
The too general idea that intuition spells vagueness and indefinite-
ness is wrong. A philosophy based on intuition neither despises
nor opposes science, though it claims to penetrate where science is,
"by a natural disability," unable to go. A free activity—if such a
thing there be—can never be comprehended by science which is
wholly deterministic. We feel that we are free, either, then, we
are mistaken, or there is a fact whioh science cannot comprehend.
But how can the feeling of freedom be proved to be illusory?
only by saying that science is deterministic and therefore unable
to comprehend it. But this determination may be only the intel-
lectual picture of a reality whioh is free, the apparent rigidity may
be contributed by the nature of the intellectual apprehension. In
that case an intuitive philosophy must supplement science.


